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MENTAL NURSING,

I t was inevitable that sooner or later it should
be claimed for the asylum nurse that she is just
as efficient as her colleague who has received
training in a general hospital, andthat, if she
holds the certificate of the Medico-Psychological
Society, this is a guarantee thatshe is' qualifed
to
take
any position of responsibility in an
asylum. The attempt of some medical members
of the Royal British Nurses' Association to place
women with practical experience in anasylum
for the insane on the Register of tvained nurses
fostered this idea, and though the strong feeling
expressed by the nurse members in a public
meeting prevented this measure from being
carriedinto effect,yet, at the present time, it is
still claimed for mental attendants that training in
an asylum is all that they require.
We quote
from the Journal of 214cntaZ Science, the remarks
of Dr. Yellowlees, one of thepastpresidents of
the Medico-Psychological Association on this
subject :" I wish to protest against a practice which is
becoming too common.
When a vacancy is
advertised in the higher ranks of asylum service it
is frequently stipulated that the applicant must be
a hospitaltrained certificated nurse. I t surprises
me greatly that anyasylum superintendent can
approve of such a limitation, for i t utterly
disparages the training prescribed by our Association and the certificate it grants, while it greatly
discourages and disappoints everyasylumofficial
who is striving to excel.
'(What can have suggested such a condition ?
Four-fifths at least of our asylum patients are in
excellent general health and need no medical
'I nursing."
The remainder whose insanity
involves much disorder of bodily health-the
epileptics and paralytics, the cases of senility or
gross brain disease-are far better nursed by an
asylum nurse tvho is familiar with the work and
with the allied mental states, than by any hospital
nurse.Our
asylum training is sufficient, under
the resident doctor's guidance, for any medical
case, andtherare
event of any serious surgical
operation can easily be met by obtaining, if necessary, a special nurse.
Is our certificate of so little value thatit is
ignored even
by
ourovnmembers?
Possibly
the certificate whenfirst instituted was granted
to some whose experience .had been far too
limited, .possibly the esamination may have been
in certam cases deficient in scope and strictness.
These defects if they existed, have been
remedied, but most assuredly similar faults could
be alleged against many hospital certificates,
though these are now deemed essential.
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